SATURDAY MORNING AT THE CHILDREN’S MUSIC SCHOOL №1 NAMED AFTER MP FROLOV CAME DASHING SEYSHN: THE FAMOUS AMERICAN MUSICIAN AND HIS BAND HAVE BEEN TAUGHT THE SKILL OF JAZZ GUYS.

November 15, 2016

The man with the biblical name of Eli Yamin - pianist, producer, teacher, has toured the world: his performances took place in the White House, and Indian temples. He - the founder of the «Jazz Drama Program» project, in which different countries are educational programs for young people. About a year ago, he visited for the first time in the Urals and met with from the first music school boys. This time he came with his jazz quartet and seriously engaged in the training of young jazzmen Ekaterinburg.

On the last Saturday in school was a master-class: Eli, bassist Russell Hall, drummer Dwayne “Cook” Brodnaks and vocalist Antoinette Montague dismantled together with students «Autumn leaves» - the famous sentimental song in jazz variations.
Russell - young, in foppish hat, like a rapper - cheerfully strumming, danced, clapped and created a holiday around. "Cook" was laconic, but impressive - he asked what is happening around the groove. Green-haired Antoinette opened her heart to the audience: in the past it has been very slim, then because of health problems stout, but when she takes the stage, it always feels like a star, and this feeling is transmitted to listeners. Eli And he proved himself a talented teacher patiently and clearly explained to the children the principles of complex jazz variations. By the end of the session all the participants in the master class musicians became one band.

Here's what we learned from the master class. In jazz, it is important to:

- Adhere to the form of the song;
- Build chords with a bass foundation;
- To improvise, not looking up from the tonal and rhythmic foundations;
- Focuses on the second and fourth share;
- Listen to as much music, stamping and clapping for her;
- Dance, it's a great way to instill a bit jazzy in the body;
- To be a star, no matter what.
The last workshop was the beginning of a fruitful collaboration. This Thursday, Eli will perform on stage EverJazz with jazz vocalists of the school and the children’s collective “Merry saxophonists.” And on Saturday at the stage of “Ural” will premiere jazz musical “The message from Saturn,” written by Yamina: students will take part in the formulation of the first music school, theater company “Commonwealth Farandole” from “Art Constellations”, as well as jazz stars Yekaterinburg.
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